We study the mass distribution of a sample of 28 galaxy clusters using strong and weak lensing observations. The clusters are selected via their strong lensing properties as part of the Sloan Giant Arcs Survey (SGAS) from the Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS). Mass modelling of the strong lensing information from the giant arcs is combined with weak lensing measurements from deep Subaru/Suprime-cam images to primarily obtain robust constraints on the concentration parameter and the shape of the mass distribution. We find that the concentration c vir is a steep function of the mass, c vir ∝ M −0.59±0.12 vir , with the value roughly consistent with the lensing-biascorrected theoretical expectation for high mass (∼ 10 15 h −1 M ⊙ ) clusters. However, the observationally inferred concentration parameters appear to be much higher at lower masses (∼ 10 14 h −1 M ⊙ ), possibly a consequence of the modification to the inner density profiles provided by baryon cooling. The steep mass-concentration relation is also supported from direct stacking analysis of the tangential shear profiles. In addition, we explore the two-dimensional shape of the projected mass distribution by stacking weak lensing shear maps of individual clusters with prior information on the position angle from strong lens modelling, and find significant evidence for a large mean ellipticity with the best-fit value of e = 0.47 ± 0.06 for the mass distribution of the stacked sample. We find that the luminous cluster member galaxy distribution traces the overall mass distribution very well, although the distribution of fainter cluster galaxies appears to be more extended than the total mass.
INTRODUCTION
Gravitational lensing plays a dominant role in determining the mass distribution of distant galaxies and clusters of galaxies, because it allows direct measurements of the distribution of dark matter which accounts for ∼ 90% of the total matter content of the Universe. Precise measurements of dark matter distributions are important not only for understanding the formation of galaxies in the context of the hierarchical structure formation scenario, but also for testing the properties of the putative dark matter particle, in particular its cold and collisionless nature. Observations of clusters are suitable and very apt for the latter purpose, as the long cooling timescale for hot gas in clusters indicates that the cluster gravitational potential is mainly determined by the dynamics of the dominant dark matter component which are well predicted by N -body simulations. However, it is also expected that the baryonic component in clusters, which dominates the mass in the innermost regions, should play an important role at some point.
There are two regimes of gravitational lensing that can be employed to measure and map the mass distribution in clusters. One is strong lensing, i.e., the regime that produces drastic lensing events with highly elongated arcs or multiple images of background objects (e.g., Kochanek 2006; Kneib & Natarajan 2011 , for reviews). The other lensing regime is weak lensing wherein statistical measurements of small distortions in the shapes of background galaxies are produced by a massive, foreground cluster (e.g., Bartelmann & Schneider 2001 , for a review). Since strong and weak lensing probe mass distributions at different radii, the combination of these two is powerful and essential for the full understanding and detailed mapping of the gravitational potential of clusters.
Lensing studies of clusters have indeed confirmed several important predictions of the standard Λ-dominated Cold Dark Matter (ΛCDM) model. For instance, from numerical simulations, the radial run of the density of the mass distribution is predicted to have a universal form, that of the Navarro-Frenk-White profile (e.g., Navarro et al. 1996 Navarro et al. , 1997 . Detailed lensing measurements of massive clusters have confirmed this prediction by and large, although there does appear to be some cluster-to-cluster variations (e.g., Umetsu et al. 2011b) . Another important prediction is that massive clusters are on average highly non-spherical with a typical major to minor axis ratio of ∼2:1 (Jing & Suto 2002) . Weak lensing measurements of dark matter distributions in a sample of massive clusters have directly confirmed this prediction as well . Furthermore, lensing analysis of several merging clusters of galaxies strongly supports the collisionless nature of dark matter (Clowe et al. 2006; Jee et al. 2007; Bradač et al. 2008; Merten et al. 2011) , although a possible case against the collisionless nature has also been discovered (Mahdavi et al. 2007 ).
However, measurements of the concentration parameter, which appears in the Navarro-Frenk-White profile, from gravitational lensing observations for clusters have been controversial. The concentration parameter is defined as the ratio of the virial radius to the scale radius, and is a dimensionless parameter that quantifies the degree of the mass accumulation in the innermost regions. The standard ΛCDM model makes a prediction about this parameter too, namely that more massive haloes or haloes at higher redshifts have smaller values of the concentration parameter on average (e.g., Bullock et al. 2001 ). However, measurements of the dark matter distribution in the massive lensing cluster A1689 for instance, using both strong and weak lensing, have indicated that the mass distribution is surprisingly highly concentrated with an estimated concentration parameter of cvir ∼ 12, which is significantly higher than the expected standard ΛCDM prediction of cvir ∼ 4 .
The interpretation of this result of lensing clusters being over-concentrated requires careful consideration due to the role played by projection and selection effects. This is because lensing observables can only measure the projected mass distribution, and hence the recovery of the three-dimensional mass distribution requires additional assumptions about the elongation along the lineof-sight direction. For instance, because of the large triaxiality of dark matter haloes, the mass and concentration parameter inferred from gravitational lensing depend strongly on the orientation with respect to the lineof-sight direction. This naturally implies that both the mass and concentration are significantly overestimated when observed along the major axis (Clowe, De Lucia, & King 2004; Oguri et al. 2005; Gavazzi 2005; Corless & King 2007) . The large orientation dependence in turn suggests that strong lensing selected clusters represent a highly biased population with their major axes preferentially aligned with the line-of-sight direction (Hennawi et al. 2007; Oguri & Blandford 2009; Meneghetti et al. 2010) . Thus, the dark matter distribution of A1689 alone does not pose a severe challenge to the ΛCDM model (Oguri et al. 2005; Oguri & Blandford 2009; Corless et al. 2009; Sereno, Jetzer, & Lubini 2010; Coe et al. 2010; Morandi, Pedersen, & Limousin 2011; Sereno & Umetsu 2011; ), although such high values of the concentration parameter appear to be common in the combined strong and weak lensing analysis of massive clusters (Comerford & Natarajan 2007; Oguri et al. 2009; Umetsu et al. 2011b; Zitrin et al. 2011b) . High concentrations can be tested with the distribution of the Einstein radii, but the results have still not converged (Broadhurst & Barkana 2008; Oguri & Blandford 2009; Richard et al. 2010; Gralla et al. 2011; Zitrin et al. 2011a,c) . Also puzzling is the fact that such high concentrations have not been claimed in weak lensing analysis or X-ray analysis (Buote et al. 2007; Ettori et al. 2010 ) for samples of massive clusters.
While the combined strong and weak lensing analysis allows accurate and robust measurements of the concentration parameter, the current main limitation is the small number of clusters available for such a detailed combined analysis. The Sloan Giant Arcs Survey (SGAS; Hennawi et al. 2008; Bayliss et al. 2011a) , which is a survey of strongly lensed giant arcs from the Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS; York et al. 2000) , has already discovered more than 30 bright giant arcs and therefore offers an ideal technique to expand the sample of clusters appropriate for detailed lensing analysis.
In this paper, we present a systematic study of strong and weak lensing analysis for a sample of 28 clusters from the SGAS, based on our extensive follow-up imaging observations with Subaru/Suprime-cam (Miyazaki et al. 2002) . We study the radial dark matter distributions of the clusters in detail to measure the concentration parameters for these clusters. For this purpose we conduct a stacked lensing analysis as well as individual modelling of clusters. With the stacked lensing technique we also study the two-dimensional mass distribution, and constrain the ellipticity of the projected mass distribution.
The structure of this paper is as follows. We describe our cluster sample and follow-up imaging observations with Subaru/Suprime-cam in Section 2, and present the strong and weak lensing analysis in Section 3. The results are combined to discuss the mass-concentration relation in Section 4. We also conduct a stacked lensing analysis, which is detailed in Section 5. We then study the cluster member galaxy distribution in Section 6, and summarize the main conclusions in Section 7. In Appendix A we conduct semi-analytic calculations to evaluate the effect of the lensing bias on various observables. Appendix B summarizes the strong and weak lensing analysis results of individual clusters. Throughout the paper we assume the standard Λ-dominated flat cosmological model with the matter density ΩM = 1 − ΩΛ = 0.275, the dimensionless Hubble constant h = 0.702, the baryon density Ω b h 2 = 0.02255, the spectral index ns = 0.968, and a normalization for the matter power spectrum σ8 = 0.816 (Komatsu et al. 2011) where needed.
CLUSTER SAMPLE AND FOLLOW-UP OBSERVATIONS

Cluster sample
We draw our sample of clusters for detailed lensing analysis from SGAS, which involved an initial extensive visual search of giant arcs in red-sequence selected clusters in the SDSS. The sample is constructed utilizing two selection methods. One is the SDSS "Visual" survey which selects giant arc candidates from the visual inspection of the SDSS imaging data (M. D. Gladders et al., in preparation) . The other survey is the SDSS "Blind" survey which searches for giant arcs from g-band follow-up imaging of the most massive ∼ 200 clusters selected from the SDSS imaging data (Hennawi et al. 2008) . Some of the clusters have also been reported in Wen et al. (2011) . We are conducting massive spectroscopic follow-up observations of these new giant arcs with the Gemini MultiObject Spectrograph (GMOS; Hook et al. 2004 ) to measure redshifts for the newly discovered arcs as well as redshifts for the lensing clusters. See Bayliss et al. (2011b) for details of our spectroscopic follow-up and successful redshift measurements for more than 20 giant arcs. We note that this paper includes a few new GMOS spectroscopy results obtained after the publication of Bayliss et al. (2011b) . We also include two cluster-scale quasar lenses discovered from the SDSS Quasar Lens Search (SQLS; Oguri et al. 2006 Oguri et al. , 2008a Inada et al. 2008 Inada et al. , 2010 , as they satisfy similar selection criteria to the SGAS lens sample, and have also been observed at the Subaru telescope.
Observations with Subaru/Suprime-cam
We observed the SGAS giant arc clusters with Suprimecam (Miyazaki et al. 2002) ′ . Our strategy is to obtain deep images in g-, r-, and i-bands, with the longest exposure in r-band. The deep r-band imaging is performed to conduct weak lensing analysis using r-band images, but the additional colour information from g-and i-bands are crucial for reliable selection of background galaxies for the weak lensing analysis (more details presented in Section 3.2) as well as secure identifications of multiply imaged arcs in the cluster cores. We note that the weak lensing analysis results of the first 4 SGAS clusters have been published in Oguri et al. (2009) .
The data are reduced using SDFRED and SDFRED2 (Yagi et al. 2002; Ouchi et al. 2004 ). The reduction procedure includes bias subtraction, flat-fielding, distortion correction, sky subtraction, and co-adding to generate the final mosaic images. When co-adding, we remove some of the frames which have significantly worse seeing sizes than other frames. We derive the magnitude zero-points by comparing objects in the reduced images with the photometric catalogue of the SDSS data. The astrometric calibration is performed with SCAMP (Bertin 2006) , again using objects in the SDSS data as astrometric reference sources. The photometric galaxy catalogue of each cluster is constructed using SExtractor (Bertin & Arnouts 1996) , with the Galactic extinction correction (Schlegel, Finkbeiner, & Davis 1998) . Our 28 cluster sample and basic parameters of follow-up images are summarized in Table 1 .
STRONG AND WEAK LENSING ANALYSIS
Strong lensing analysis
We mostly follow Oguri et al. (2009) for the strong lens modelling methodology. Basically we assume the elliptical extension of the NFW profile (Navarro et al. 1996 (Navarro et al. , 1997 to model the mass distribution of a dark halo, and add contributions from member galaxies assuming the pseudo-Jaffe model.The velocity dispersion σ and cutoff scale rcut of the pseudo-Jaffe model are assumed to scale with the luminosity as L ∝ σ 1/4 and rcut ∝ L 1/2 . The normalization and cut-off radius may be fixed to a typical value if there are not enough observational constraints. We may also fix the centre of the main halo to the position of the brightest cluster galaxy, depending on the number of available constraints and the configuration of multiple images.
We identify multiple images based on spectroscopic follow-up results of Bayliss et al. (2011b) as well as colours of lensed arcs measured from the Subaru/Suprime-cam images. While redshifts of arcs are available for many of our sample clusters, for clusters without any arc spectroscopy information we assume that the redshift of the main arc is zarc = 2 with the conservative 1σ error of σ(zarc) = 1, because our extensive spectroscopic observations (Bayliss et al. 2011a ) as well as photometric analysis (Bayliss 2011 ) have convincingly shown that most of the arcs Table 1 . Cluster sample and summary of Subaru/Suprime-cam imaging observations. The redshifts of the clusters are taken from Bayliss et al. (2011b b Based on the spectroscopy of the brightest cluster galaxy at Apache Point Observatory 3.5-meter telescope.
c We use deep Rc-band images retrieved from SMOKA instead of obtaining r-band follow-up images. This field includes two separate cluster cores, both of which act as strong lenses.
d Based on the new spectroscopic observation with Gemini/GMOS conducted after the publication of Bayliss et al. (2011b) .
in our sample fall in this redshift range. The positional uncertainties of all the arcs are assumed to be 1 ′′ in the image plane, which is much larger than measurement uncertainties but is typical of the uncertainties associated with parametric strong lens modelling of clusters.
We perform strong lens modelling using the software glafic (Oguri 2010) , using the χ 2 minimization in the source plane (see Oguri et al. 2009; Oguri 2010) . From the derived best-fit mass model we compute the Einstein radius θE of the system by solving the following equation:
and use only this Einstein radius determination as the constraint from our strong lensing analysis. We use the Einstein radius as it is a robust quantity that is well constrained from the strong lensing modelling and is fairly insensitive to our model assumptions (e.g., Jullo et al. 2007 ). We estimate the error on the Einstein radius by changing one (usually mass) of the parameters from the best-fit values, optimizing other parameters, and monitoring the χ 2 differences. However, to be conservative in our estimates, we always assign a minimum error of 10% to the Einstein radius, even if the procedure above returns smaller errors, given the unaccounted complexity of cluster mass distributions and projections along line-of-sight (e.g., D'Aloisio & Natarajan 2011). For clusters without arc spectroscopy, we conservatively estimate the 1σ error on the Einstein radius by changing the arc redshift by ±1. The Einstein radii are computed for both the arc redshift zarc and the fixed source redshift of zs = 2. We use the former value for the combined strong and weak lensing analysis, whereas the latter value is used for the statistical, stacked lensing analysis.
We note that the definition of the Einstein radius adopted here differs from that in Oguri et al. (2009) . In this new definition the contribution of stellar masses is explicitly included, while in Oguri et al. (2009) the Einstein radius was computed from the dark halo component alone. The use of this modified definition is because the separation of dark and luminous components is not obvious, and has to rely on several assumptions, unless we have additional data such as the velocity dispersion measurement of the central galaxy (e.g., Sand et al. 2008; Newman et al. 2009 ). Thus the effect of baryonic components has been taken into account in interpreting our results. Table 2 lists the Einstein radii derived from strong lensing modelling. SDSSJ1226+2149 and SDSSJ1226+2152 are two nearby strong lensing cores in a highly complex massive structure, both of which are covered by our Subaru/Suprime-cam imaging (Bayliss et al. 2011b ). We perform strong lensing analysis for both cores. We also show the best-fit ellipticity e and the position angle θe of the best-fit main NFW component, as they are used later for two-dimensional stacking analysis (Section 5.2). The best-fit critical curves for individual clusters are presented in Appendix B.
Strong lensing analysis for some of these clusters has been published in the literature (e.g., Oguri et al. 2009; Koester et al. 2010; Bayliss et al. 2010; Oguri 2010; Gralla et al. 2011) . Our estimates of the Einstein radii presented here generally agree with these previous results. For A1703, our best-fit Einstein radius is in excellent agreement with that of the independent strong lens modelling by Richard et al. (2009 ). An exception is SDSSJ1343+4155 whose Einstein radius in our strong lens modelling result is much smaller than what presented in Bayliss et al. (2010) and Gralla et al. (2011) because a large offset of the halo centre from the brightest cluster galaxy has been found in the previous analysis, whereas in the present paper the centre of the halo is fixed to the location of the brightest cluster galaxy.
Weak lensing analysis
For weak lensing measurements, we follow the formalism outlined in Kaiser et al. (KSB; 1995) using the software package IMCAT 1 . We first detect objects in the reduced images using a hierarchical peak finding algorithm. For all the clusters in our sample, we use r-band images for weak lensing shear measurements. We then measure the shapes of objects by iteratively refining the centroid of each object. Stars for correcting the distortion of the Point Spread Function (PSF) are selected in a standard way by identifying the appropriate branch in the magnitude-half light radius r h plane, along with the peak significance cut ν > 15. Shapes of the stars are measured as a function of the size of the weight function, rg, in order to make PSF corrections with matched rg values. We divide each co-added image into 4 × 3 chunks and fit the PSF in each chunk independently with second order bi-polynomials. The smear polarizability is corrected by computing a scalar polarizability Ps from the trace of the matrix, and then fitting Ps as a function of magnitude, rg, and the galaxy ellipticity. For our weak lensing analysis, we only use galaxies with ν > 15 and r h > r * h + 2σ(r * h ), where r * h and σ(r * h ) are median and root-mean-square dispersion of half-light radii for the stars selected above. Given the general tendency of the KSB algorithm to underestimate the weak lensing shear (Erben et al. 2001; Heymans et al. 2006; Massey et al. 2007 ), we include a calibration factor of 1/0.9, i.e., this factor is multiplied to all the estimated shear values. For each object we assign the statistical weight wg defined by (e.g., Hamana et al. 2003; Miyazaki et al. 2007; Hamana et al. 2009; Okabe, Okura, & Futamase 2010; Umetsu et al. 2010 Umetsu et al. , 2011b .
with α = 0.4 and σg is the variance of the shear computed from 20 neighbors in the magnitude-rg plane. When computing shear by averaging shear measurements of galaxies in a bin, we also apply a 3σ clipping which appears to reduce the shear measurement bias.
To check the accuracy of the weak lensing shear measurement, we perform a series of image simulations. Specifically, we generate a galaxy catalogue using the software Stuff (Bertin 2009 ). Each galaxy is described by the sum of bulge and disk components, which we model with Sersic profiles with the index n = 4 and n = 1, respectively. We also add stars in the catalogue. We convolve the image with a PSF which we assume follows the Moffat profile Σ(r) ∝ [1 + (r/a) 2 ] −β with an elliptical extension. Based on the catalogue, we generate a number of realistic Subaru/Suprime-cam like images with different seeing sizes (0.
′′ 5-1. ′′ 1) and β (3 < β < 12) using the software glafic (Oguri 2010) . We find that the resulting shear multiplicative error (the parameter m in Heymans et al. 2006; Massey et al. 2007 ) depends on both seeing size and β such that m is smaller for larger seeing sizes or smaller β, but our algorithm generally yields |m| 0.05 for a wide range of PSF parameters examined here.
Galaxy selection in colour-colour space
A careful selection of background galaxies is essential for cluster weak lensing studies, because contamination by cluster member galaxies is known to dilute the detected weak lensing signal significantly, particularly near the cluster centres (e.g., Broadhurst et al. 2005; Medezinski et al. 2007 ). Our gri-band imaging is very powerful for reliable back- Figure 1 . Upper: The colour cut selecting background galaxies for weak lensing analysis (shading). The colour cut for red member galaxy selection is indicated by dotted lines. The four regions correspond to colour cuts for different cluster redshifts. Solid contours indicate galaxy number density in the COSMOS catalogue (i < 25). lower: Photometric redshift distributions of galaxies in the COSMOS catalogue, before (dotted) and after (solid) the colour cut.
ground galaxy selection, because we can select galaxies efficiently in colour-colour space .
We determine the colour cut that is appropriate for our cluster sample based on the COSMOS photometric galaxy catalogue (Ilbert et al. 2009 ). Thanks to the wide wavelength coverage from the ultraviolet to mid-infrared, the photometric redshifts are very accurate down to i ∼ 25. By inspecting the photometric redshift distributions in each point of the g − r versus r − i colour space, we determine the colour cut for our analysis as
Figure 2. The radial number density distributions of galaxies, which are obtained by averaging distributions over all 28 clusters. We show distributions for background galaxies (open circles), cluster member galaxies (filled squares), and "field" galaxies (filled triangles) that are simply defined as being neither member nor background galaxies. Note that the distributions are normalized by the overall number densities. Figure 1 shows the cut and resulting COSMOS photometric redshift distribution. It is seen that our cut efficiently selects galaxies at z 0.7, the redshifts higher than any cluster redshifts in our sample. In our weak lensing analysis, we also limit the range of r-band magnitude to 21 < r < r lim , where the limiting magnitude r lim is determined from the galaxy number counts of each cluster field image (see below).
In addition to background galaxies, we identify cluster (red) member galaxies by the following criteria:
0.5(g − r) + a2 − 0.15 < r − i < 0.5(g − r) + a2 + 0.15, (8) with (a1, a2) are (1.5, −0.25) for z < 0.35, (1.6, −0.22) for 0.35 < z < 0.45, (1.6, 0) for 0.45 < z < 0.55, and (1.7, 0.05) for 0.55 < z. These cuts are also indicated by the upper panel of Figure 1 . Figure 2 shows the average radial number density distributions of galaxies, background, member, and field (i.e., galaxies which are neither background nor member) galaxies in our 28 cluster sample. As expected, the member galaxy density is steeply rising near the cluster. Field galaxies do not show strong dependence on the distance from the centre, as that should be dominated by local foreground galaxies. A slight increase at small radius suggests that some blue cluster member galaxies are included in the field galaxy sample. On the other hand, background galaxy density decreases near the centre, which is in fact expected because of the lensing magnification and dilution effect of clusters (e.g., Broadhurst et al. 2005; Umetsu et al. 2011a ). These distributions basically support the successful colour cut for selecting background galaxies.
In order to extract physical quantities for clusters from weak lensing signals, we need an estimate of the lensing depth of our source galaxy sample. Again, the COSMOS photometric redshift catalogue is useful for this purpose, but one problem is that many of our source galaxies are fainter Figure 3 . The mean galaxy redshift as a function of i-band magnitude, which is derived from the COSMOS photometric redshift catalogue (Ilbert et al. 2009 ). The solid line plots our fit given by equation (10).
than the magnitude limit of the COSMOS photometric redshift catalogue. To overcome this problem, we adopt the following procedure to estimate the lensing depth. First, from the COSMOS photometric redshift catalogue (Ilbert et al. 2009 ) we derive the response function for our colour cut as φcut(z) = ncut(z)/ntot(z), where ntot(z) and ncut(z) are photometric redshift distributions of galaxies before and after the colour cut, respectively. Our weak lensing analysis involves the statistical weight wg (equation 2), and hence we compute the mean weight as a function of i-band magnitude as well, wg(i), from the background galaxy catalogue. Next we derive the redshift distribution of galaxies as a function of the i-band magnitude as follows. First, we adopt the functional form proposed by Schrabback et al. (2010) :
with u = max(0, i − 23) and (α, β, c, d, γ)=(0.678, 5.606, 0.581, 1.851, 1.464). We then recompute the mean galaxy redshift as a function of i-band magnitude for the range 17 < i < 25 using the COSMOS photometric redshift catalogue. The result shown in Figure 3 suggests that it is well approximated by
We extrapolate this linear relation to a fainter magnitude of i > 25, because Schrabback et al. (2010) has explicitly shown that such extrapolation can explain the redshift distribution of galaxies reasonably well down to i ∼ 27. Using this relation, we derive the relation between z0 in equation (9) and i-band magnitude, which is approximated by Using this redshift distribution, we derive the mean depth as
where dN/di are the i-band number counts of background galaxies used for weak lensing analysis. We define the effective source redshift z s,eff such that it reproduces the mean depth:
Throughout this paper, we assume that all the galaxies are located at z s,eff for our weak lensing analysis. The depth estimate above can be affected by the lensing magnification, because the magnification enhances the effective lensing depth. However, the magnification factor tends to decrease rapidly beyond the Einstein radius such that a typical magnification factor of the innermost radial bin for our weak lensing analysis is ∼ 20% or so. This corresponds to the enhancement of the shear amplitude of ∼ 5%, which is not significant compared with other uncertainties. Moreover the effect is much smaller at radii where weak lensing signals mostly come from. Thus we conclude that the magnification effect is insignificant for our analysis. Photometric errors that become larger for fainter galaxies can smear the distribution in the color-color space, and hence can affect the lensing depth estimate, but photometric errors are included in the COSMOS photometric redshift catalog as well. Photometric errors for the faintest galaxies in our weak lensing analysis are similar to those for the faintest galaxies in the COSMOS catalog. Another possible systematic effect is the size cut, which may systematically eliminate galaxies at high redshifts and hence bias the lensing depth estimate. While we expect the effect to be small because of the conservative magnitude limit we adopt and the narrow redshift distribution after the color cut, we leave the detailed exploration of this effect for future work. Table 3 summarizes our weak lensing analysis. It is seen that our PSF correction algorithm successfully reduces the stellar ellipticities to the level that are much smaller than typical lensing shear amplitudes for our cluster sample (γ 0.01). The relatively small number density of ng ∼ 10 arcmin −2 is due to the colour cut for selecting background galaxies. From the shear catalogues we compute tangential shear profiles. The tangential shear g+ is computed from the reduced shear g = (g1, g2) as
where φ is the polar angle. Throughout the paper, we assume that the position of the brightest galaxy in the strong lensing region is coincident with the cluster centre. Although our strong lensing analysis suggests that the position of the mass peak can differ slightly from the central galaxy position, we find that any such offset is much smaller than the typical inner radial boundary of our weak lensing analysis. Hence the effect of off-centreing on our results should be negligibly small. The average shear value in each radial bin is estimated by the weighted mean of the tangential shear as follows:
where the summation runs over all galaxies in the bin. Similarly the statistical error in the tangential shear measurement in each bin is computed from the weighted average of the variance of the shear, σ 2 g (e.g., ). The total signal-to-noise ratio of the tangential shear profile is shown in Table 3 and indicates that weak lensing signals are detected significantly (S/N 5) for most of our clusters. The mass maps reconstructed from the weak lensing analysis are shown in Appendix B.
COMBINING STRONG AND WEAK LENSING
Methodology
We combine constraints from the tangential shear profile with constraints from strong lensing. As in Oguri et al. (2009) , we combine both sets of constraints by summing up χ 2 :
We include strong lensing constraints from the Einstein radius at the arc redshift:
whereθE and σE are the best-fit Einstein radius at zs = zarc and its error presented in Table 2 , and θE(Mvir, cvir) is the predicted Einstein radius assuming the NFW profile. On the other hand, weak lensing constraints come from binned tangential shear measurements:
whereḡ+,i and σi are observed reduced shear and its error at i-th radial bin, and −g+(θi; Mvir, cvir) is the predicted reduced shear by the NFW model. The NFW profile, which we adopt as an analytical model for the radial mass distribution, has the three-dimensional density profile of
where
where ∆(z) is the nonlinear over-density predicted by the spherical collapse model. We parametrize the profile with two parameters, the virial mass Mvir
and the concentration parameter cvir cvir = rvir rs .
Correlation between strong and weak lensing observables
Before deriving best-fit parameters for individual clusters, we first compare strong and weak lensing observables, Table 3 . Summary of the weak lensing analysis. We show the median of stellar ellipticities before (e * raw ) and after (e * cor ) the PSF correction (numbers in parentheses are standard deviations), the number of stars used for the PSF correction (N * ), the number density of source background galaxies (ng ), the r-band magnitude limit of source background galaxies (r lim ), the mean lensing depth ( D ls /Dos ) and the effective source redshift (z s,eff ), the range of the radii for tangential shear fitting (θ range), and the total signal-to-noise ratio of the tangential shear profile (S/N ). namely the Einstein radius and the virial mass, which should serve as a sanity check for results of more detailed analysis presented in the following sections. For the strong lensing observable, we use the Einstein radius for the fixed source redshift of zs = 2 in order to compare results for different clusters. Given the strong degeneracy between Mvir and cvir in weak lensing analysis, we quantify the strength of the weak lensing signal by fitting the tangential shear profile for a fixed concentration parameter of cvir = 6, a typical value for the concentration when the lensing selection effect is taken into account (see below). Figure 4 shows the correlation between the Einstein radius from strong lensing and the virial mass from weak lensing. We confirm that these two measurements are indeed correlated with each other such that the more massive clusters detected via their weak lensing have larger Einstein radii on average. Assuming the NFW profile, the relation between mass and Einstein radius is determined by the concentration parameter. We also plot the expected correlation for the concentration assuming cvir = 6, as well as the scatter of the relation originating from the shift of the concentration by ±2, for the lens redshift z = 0.46 which corresponds to the median redshift of our cluster sample. We find that the observed correlation roughly follows the expectation for cvir = 6, although there is a tendency for the Einstein radii to be larger than expected, particularly for low-mass clusters. This analysis suggests that our sample of clusters are slightly more concentrated than cvir ∼ 6, and that clusters with lower masses on average have higher concentration values. Table 4 summarizes the results of the combined analysis, i.e., simultaneous fitting of the observed Einstein radius and tangential shear profile with the NFW model predictions. The tangential shear profiles for individual clusters are compared with best-fit models in Appendix B. Fitting is performed in the parameter range 10 13 h −1 M⊙ < Mvir < 10 16 h −1 M⊙ and 0.01 < cvir < 39.81. For four clusters studied previously in Oguri et al. (2009) , our new results are fully consistent with the old result. In addition, the best-fit mass and concentration parameter for A1703 are in good agreement with the result of an independent strong and weak lensing analysis by Zitrin et al. (2010) .
Fitting results
With a large sample of clusters with measurements of the concentration parameter from combined strong and weak lensing, we can study the mass-concentration relation quite well. A caveat is that our sample of clusters are selected as those having prominent arcs. It has been noted that clusters selected by strong lensing (e.g., by giant arcs or large Einstein radii) represent a strongly biased population such that the concentration parameter inferred from Figure 4 . Correlation between strong and weak lensing observables. The best-fit mass M vir for a fixed concentration of c vir = 6 from just weak lensing is compared with the Einstein radius for the source redshift zs = 2 from strong lensing. The red line with shading shows the expected M vir -θ E relation assuming the NFW profile with the concentration of c vir = 6 ± 2.
the projected mass distribution is on average much larger mostly due to the halo triaxiality (Hennawi et al. 2007; Oguri & Blandford 2009; Meneghetti et al. 2010) . Although in Oguri et al. (2009) we assumed the constant enhancement of the concentration parameter due to the lensing bias, simple considerations suggest that the lensing bias of the massconcentration relation should depend strongly on the mass. To derive more accurate theoretical predictions based on the ΛCDM model, in Appendix A we conduct a series of semianalytic calculations with ray-tracing of extended sources to estimate the effect of the lensing bias, based on a triaxial halo model of Jing & Suto (2002) . For reference, we find that the mean mass-concentration relation at z = 0.45 with the lensing bias predicted by this model is roughly described bȳ
which show relatively strong dependence on the halo mass, simply because of the mass dependence of the lensing bias (see Appendix A). The scatter of the relation is estimated to be σ log c ≃ 0.12. Figure 5 shows the mass-concentration relation obtained from our lensing analysis for 28 systems. For comparison, we also show accurate lensing measurements of the Figure 5 . The mass-concentration relation obtained from combined strong and weak lensing analysis. Filled triangles show our results presented in this paper, whereas filled squares show results from literature; A1689, A370, CL0024, RXJ1347 (Umetsu et al. 2011b) , and A383 ). The black shaded region indicates the predicted concentration parameters as a function of the halo mass with the lensing bias taken into account (see Appendix A for details). The solid line is the best-fit massconcentration relation from fitting of our cluster sample (i.e., filled triangles), with the 1σ range indicated by dotted lines. To put this on a more quantitative footing, we fit the mass-concentration parameter with both the normalization and the mass slope as free parameters. Here we ignore the redshift dependence of the mass-concentration relation, given the predicted little evolution of the concentration of massive haloes with redshift (e.g., Zhao et al. 2009; Prada et al. 2011) . We use the following estimator for fitting:
where σst is the 1σ measurement error on log(cvir) for individual clusters from the lensing analysis (see Table 4 ), and σin = 0.12 is the intrinsic dispersion predicted by our calculations. We find that the best-fit mass-concentration relation from our lensing sample of 28 clusters is cvir = (7.7 ± 0.6)
where we also included 1σ errors on the normalization and the slope. We detect a strong mass dependence of the concentration parameter with the slope of −0.59 ± 0.12 in our lensing sample, which should be compared with the predicted slope of ≈ −0.2 for the strong lensing selected sample of clusters. We note that steeper mass-concentration relations than theoretical expectations were also suggested by previous weak lensing ) and X-ray ( Prada et al. (2011) , who argued that previous simulation work underestimated the mean concentrations at high mass end (see also Appendix A). In contrast, we find that observed concentrations are much higher than theoretical expectations for less massive haloes of Mvir ∼ 10 14 h −1 M⊙, even if we take account of the mass dependence of the lensing bias.
A possible concern is the correlation of Mvir and cvir for fitting of individual clusters which has been ignored in deriving the mass-concentration relation. We examine the possible effect of the degeneracy between Mvir and cvir by the following Monte Carlo simulation. For each cluster, we change best-fit values of Mvir and cvir by randomly picking up a point within the 1σ confidence region in the Mvir-cvir plane. After choosing new best-fit parameters for all the clusters, we re-fit the mass-concentration relation to derive best-fit values of the normalization and slope in equation (26). We repeat this simulation for 300 times to check how the correlated errors between Mvir and cvir can affect our conclusion. We find that the resulting distribution of the best-fit normalization value is 7.6±0.2, and that of the slope is −0.56±0.05, which are small compared with the statistical errors shown in equation (26), suggesting that the effect of the correlated error is not very significant. We note that also explored potential impacts of the degeneracy between Mvir and cvir on their mass-concentration measurement very carefully, and concluded that the effect is insignificant, which is consistent with our finding.
There are a few possible explanations for the excess concentration for small mass clusters. Perhaps the most significant effect is baryon cooling. The formation of the central galaxy, and the accompanying adiabatic contraction of dark matter distribution, enhances the core density of the cluster and increases the concentration parameter value for the total mass distribution. This effect is expected to be mass dependent such that lower mass haloes are affected more pronouncedly, simply because the fraction of the mass of the central galaxy to the total mass is larger for smaller halo masses. Indeed, simulations with radiative cooling and star formation indicate that the concentration can be significantly enhanced by baryon physics particularly for low-mass haloes (e.g., Rudd, Zentner, & Kravtsov 2008; Mead et al. 2010) , although the effect strongly depends on the efficiency of feedback (Duffy et al. 2010; McCarthy et al. 2010) . Thus baryon cooling appears to be able to explain the observed strong mass dependence at least qualitatively. More quantitative estimates of this effect need to be made using a large sample of simulated clusters with the baryon physics as well as the proper feedback model included.
STACKING ANALYSIS
Stacked tangential shear profile
We can study the average properties of a given sample by stacking lensing signals. This stacked lensing analysis has been successful for constraining mean dark matter distributions of cluster samples (e.g., Mandelbaum et al. 2006b; Johnston et al. 2007; Leauthaud et al. 2010; ). Here we conduct stacking analysis of the tangential shear profile for our lensing sample for studying the mass-concentration relation from another viewpoint. Note that the off-centreing effect, which has been known to be one of the most significant systematic errors in stacked lensing analysis (e.g., Johnston et al. 2007; Mandelbaum, Seljak, & Hirata 2008; Oguri & Takada 2011) , should be negligible for our analysis, because of the detection of weak lensing signals for individual clusters and the presence of giant arcs which assure that selected centres (positions of the brightest galaxies in the strong lensing region) indeed correspond to that of the mass distribution.
We perform stacking in the physical length scale. Specifically, we compute the differential surface density ∆Σ+(r) which is define by
where Σcr is the critical surface mass density for lensing. We stack ∆Σ+(r) for different clusters to obtain the average differential surface density. We do not include SDSSJ1226+2149 and SDSSJ1226+2152 in our stacking analysis, because these fields clearly have complicated mass distributions with two strong lensing cores separated by only ∼ 3 ′ . Furthermore, we exclude SDSSJ1110+6459 as well because the two-dimensional weak lensing map suggests the presence of a very complicated mass distribution around the system. We use the remaining 25 clusters for our stacked lensing analysis.
It should be noted that the reduced shear g+ has a non- linear dependence on the mass profile. In fact, the reduced shear is defined by g+ ≡ γ+/(1 − κ), where γ+ and κ are tangential shear and convergence. Thus, the quantity defined by equation (27) still depends slightly on the source redshift via the factor 1/(1 − κ), particularly near the halo centre. Thus, in comparison with the NFW predictions, we assume the source redshift of zs = 1.1, which is the typical effective source redshift for our weak lensing analysis (see Table 3 ). Also the non-linear dependence makes it somewhat difficult to interpret the average profile, and hence our stacked tangential profile measurement near the centre should be taken with caution. It is known that the matter fluctuations along the lineof-sight contributes to the total error budget (e.g., Hoekstra 2003; Hoekstra et al. 2011; Dodelson 2004; Gruen et al. 2011 ). While we have ignored this effect for the analysis of individual clusters presented in Section 4, here we take into account the error from the large scale structure in fitting the stacked tangential shear profile by including the full covariance between different radial bins (see Oguri & Takada 2011; Umetsu et al. 2011b , for the calculation of the covariance matrix). We, however, comment that the error of the large scale structure is subdominant in our analysis, because of the relatively small number density of background galaxies after the colour cut (see also Oguri et al. 2010) .
In addition to weak lensing, we stack strong lensing constraints simply by averaging the Einstein radii for the fixed source redshift zs = 2. This constraint is combined with the stacked tangential shear profile from weak lensing to obtain constraints on the mass and concentration parameter for the stacked profile. Note that the Einstein radius is related with the reduced shear as g+(θE) = 1. Given the uncertainty from the non-linearity of the reduced shear and the the possible bias coming from the uncertainty of the outer mass profile (Oguri & Hamana 2011; Becker & Kravtsov 2011) , we restrict tangential shear fitting in the range 0.158h −1 Mpc < r < 3.16h −1 Mpc. However we note that our results are not largely changed even if we conduct fitting in the whole radius range. Figure 6 shows the stacking result for all the 25 clusters. The mean cluster redshift for this sample is z = 0.469. The total signal-to-noise ratio in the whole radius range of 0.063h −1 Mpc < r < 5.01h −1 Mpc is S/N = 32. We find that stacked tangential shear profile from weak lensing is fitted well by the NFW profile over a wide range in radius. The average Einstein radius from strong lensing ( θE = 14.
′′ 4
+10.6 −7.0 ) is slightly larger than the bestc RAS, MNRAS 000, 1-22 Figure 7 . Similar to Figure 6 , but the stacked lensing analysis in three θ E bins is presented. From top to bottom, results for largest to smallest θ E bins are shown. Curves and points for the largest and smallest θ E bins are shifted vertically by ±0.5 dex respectively for illustrative purposes. −0.57 . We note that the mean mass measured by the stacking analysis agrees well with the mean mass of strong lens selected clusters predicted by ray-tracing simulations, Mvir ∼ 4.2×10 14 h −1 M⊙ (Hennawi et al. 2007 , see also Bayliss et al. 2011b) .
The concentration parameter measured in the stacked tangential shear profile is broadly consistent with the result of individual analysis (see Figure 5 ), but appears to be slightly smaller than the mass-concentration relation constrained from our lensing sample. Here we estimate the im- pact of the possible averaging effect by computing an average shear profile from reduced shear profiles of the NFW profile with best-fit values of the mass and concentration from individual cluster analysis (Table 4) , and comparing it with the reduced shear profile of the NFW profile with the median values of the mass and concentration. We find that both profiles agree well near the virial radius, but the averaged profile underestimates the shear profile toward the centre, with ∼ 10% systematic difference at around 0.2h −1 Mpc. Both the profiles agree well again at the innermost radii of < 0.1h −1 Mpc down to the strong lensing region. The systematic difference translates into the concentration parameter of ∆cvir ∼ −1.2, and hence it can partly explain the smaller concentration parameter value from the stacked lensing analysis.
Another possible reason for the smaller concentration from the stacked tangential shear is a wide range of θE of our sample, which results in the large error on the mean Einstein radius and therefore in the much weaker constraints from strong lensing compared with individual modelling cases. Hence, we conduct the same stacking analysis by dividing our cluster sample into 3 θE bins. In order to assure reasonable constraints from strong lensing, we remove 9 clusters which have large errors on θE mostly because of the lack of arc redshift information. To test the mass dependence of the concentration, in addition to θE bins we consider 3 Mvir bins too. We use all the 25 clusters for the mass bin analysis.
Results of our stacking analysis in different θE and Mvir bins are shown in Figures 7 and 8 , respectively, and are summarized in Table 5 . We find that clusters in the largest θE bin are indeed most massive. However, the second and third θE bins have similar mean virial masses, and the difference of the Einstein radii appear to be derived by the different concentrations. On the other hand, different mass bins have similar Einstein radii, but the concentrations are clearly larger for smaller masses.
These results can be used to check the massconcentration relation inferred from individual analysis of clusters. Figure 9 shows the mass-concentration relation similar to Figure 5 , but this time the relation obtained from stacked lensing analysis. We find that the massconcentration relation from stacking analysis is in reasonable agreement with the best-fit relation constrained from individual analysis of strong and weak lensing (equation 26). In particular, the strong mass dependence of the concentration is clearly seen in the stacking analysis as well. The slightly smaller normalization compared with individual analysis can partly be ascribed to the averaging effect as described above. Thus the stacking analysis further confirms the measurement of the mass-concentration relation from our sample of clusters.
In Figure 10 we study the dependence of concentration parameters derived from the stacking analysis with the Einstein radius. In particular we compare it with semi-analytic calculation conducted in Appendix A which predicts that the clusters with larger Einstein radii are more concentrated. While it is hard to see this trend in our cluster sample, we find that the high concentration of massive lensing clusters presented by Umetsu et al. (2011b) can be explained in this context. Our result suggests that the average concentration of the Umetsu et al. (2011b) cluster sample is in good agreement with the theoretical expectation given the very large Einstein radii of θE ∼ 40 ′′ .
Two-dimensional stacking analysis
In addition to stacking of the tangential shear profile, we conduct stacking of two-dimensional (2D) shear maps to study the mean shape of the projected dark matter distribution in clusters. Such 2D stacking analysis has been attempted for samples of galaxies (Natarajan & Refregier 2000; Hoekstra et al. 2004; Mandelbaum et al. 2006a; Parker et al. 2007) or for clusters (Evans & Bridle 2009 ). The biggest problem of these 2D stacking analysis has been that the position angle (orientation) of the projected mass distribution has to be known for each cluster when stacking. In previous work it was assumed that the position angle of the mass distribution coincides with that of the light distribution, e.g., the surface brightness distribution of the central or satellite galaxy distributions, although the assumption has not yet been fully justified Bett 2011) . Our unique sample of strong and weak lensing clusters provides an important means of overcoming this difficulty. The idea is that strong lens modelling can generally constrain the position angle of the dark halo component quite well, which can be used as a prior information for the position angle to stack weak lensing signals. This procedure evades any assumptions on the alignment between mass and light, and hence should enable much more robust 2D stacking analysis.
As in Section 5.1, we conduct stacking analysis in the physical length scale. For each cluster, we adopt the position angle obtained in strong lens mass modelling (θe in Table 2 ) to rotate the catalogue of the background galaxies by −θe such that the the position angle of the dark halo is aligned with the North-South axis. Specifically, the position of a galaxy at (x, y) with respect to the cluster centre is changed to
and the two shear components (g1, g2) are modified as
= −g1 sin 2θe + g2 cos 2θe.
We stack the rotated shear catalogue in the physical unit, Σcrg ′ (r ′ ), to obtain the average 2D shear map of our cluster catalogue. The cluster catalogues analyzed in this section is same as those in Section 5.1, containing 25 clusters in total.
The stacked 2D shear map, as well as the corresponding density map reconstructed from the shear map, are shown in Figure 11 . As expected, the projected mass distribution from the stacked 2D shear map is quite elongated along the North-South direction, suggesting the highly elongated mass distribution of our cluster sample. As a sanity check, we also compute the 2D shear map without any alignment of the position angle when stacking. The resulting mass distribution shown in Figure 11 appears to be circular symmetric, which supports that the highly elongated distribution in our stacked map is not an artifact.
We constrain the ellipticity of the projected 2D mass distribution by directly fitting the 2D shear map with the elliptical NFW model prediction. Here we closely follow the procedure detailed in Oguri et al. (2010) for the 2D shear fitting. Briefly, we modify the convergence κ(r) (i.e., the projected surface mass density) of the spherical NFW profile simply by introducing the ellipticity in the iso-density contour as r 2 → x 2 /(1 − e) + y 2 (1 − e). With this procedure our definition of the ellipticity is e = 1 − b/a, where a and b are major and minor axis lengths of the isodensity contour. The corresponding shear pattern is computed by solving the Poisson equation. We then construct pixelized distortion field by computing mean shear and errors in each bin, and compare it with the elliptical model prediction, adopting the pixel size of 0.1h −1 Mpc. We add the Figure 11 . The two-dimensional weak lensing shear maps obtained from stacking analysis of 25 clusters. The sticks shows observed directions and strengths of weak lensing shear distortion. Colour contours are the surface density map reconstructed from the shear map using the standard inversion technique (Kaiser & Squires 1993) . Both the shear and density maps are smoothed for illustrative purpose. Left: The result when the position angle of each cluster is aligned to the North-South axis before stacking, by using the position angle measured in strong lens modelling. The resulting stacked density distribution is clearly elongated along the North-South direction. Right:
The result without any alignment of the position angle when stacking. The resulting density distribution is nearly circular symmetric in this case.
contribution of the large scale structure to the error covariance matrix (see Oguri et al. 2010) . We perform fitting in a 6h −1 Mpc×6h −1 Mpc region, but remove the innermost 4×4 pixels considering several possible systematics that might be affecting signals near the centre. Unlike Oguri et al. (2010) , we fix the mass centre to the assumed centre (the position of the brightest galaxy in strong lensing region), because strong lensing available for our cluster sample allows a reliable identification of the mass centre for each cluster. Thus we fit the 2D shear map with four parameters (Mvir, cvir, e, θe), employing a Markov Chain Monte Carlo technique.
In Figure 12 , we show the posterior likelihood distribution of the mean ellipticity e from the 2D stacking analysis of all the 25 clusters. When the position angles are aligned, the resulting density distribution is indeed quite elliptical with the mean ellipticity of e = 0.47 ± 0.06. We find that the elliptical NFW model improve fitting by ∆χ 2 = 26.9 compared with the case e = 0, which indicates that the detection of the elliptical mass distribution is significant at the 5σ level. The measured mean ellipticity is consistent with the average ellipticity from strong lens modelling e = 0.38 ± 0.24, although the latter involves large scatter. The best-fit position angle of θe = 9.1 +3.9 −4.1 deg slightly deviates from the expected position angle of θe = 0, but they are consistent with each other within 2σ (∆χ 2 < 4). In contrast, if the position angles are not aligned in stacking shear signals, the resulting constraint on the mean ellipticity is e < 0.19, i.e., it is fully consistent with the circular symmetric mass distribution e = 0 within 1σ.
We compare this result with the theoretical prediction in the ΛCDM model. For this purpose we employ a triaxial model of Jing & Suto (2002) . Assuming that the halo orien- tation is random, we compute the probability distribution of the ellipticity by projecting the triaxial halo along arbitrary directions (Oguri et al. 2003; Oguri & Keeton 2004) . In this analysis we fix the mass and redshift of the halo to Mvir = 4.6 × 10 14 h −1 M⊙ and z = 0.469, which are mean mass and redshift of the 25 clusters. We find that the mean ellipticity predicted by this model is e = 0.44, in excellent agreement with the measured ellipticity. The analysis presented in Appendix A indicates that the effect of the lensing bias on the mean ellipticity is small, with a possible shift of the mean ellipticity of 0.05 at most, and hence it does not affect our conclusion. Our result is also in good agreement with the previous lensing measurement of the ellipticity by Oguri et al. (2010) in which 2D shear maps of individual clusters are fitted with the elliptical NFW profile, rather than examining the stacked shear map.
We check the sensitivity of our ellipticity result on the size of the fitting region, as one possible concern is that infalling matter associated with the filamentary structure outside clusters might boost the mean ellipticity. Figure 13 shows how the constraint on the mean ellipticity changes by making the size of the fitting region smaller from our fiducial choice (half the box size of 3h −1 Mpc). The Figure  indicates that the detection of the mean ellipticity of ∼ 0.45 is robust against the choice of the fitting size, as the results are consistent down to half the box size of ∼ 0.3h −1 Mpc where the constraint become significantly weak. The analysis also implies that the ellipticity of the projected mass distribution does not change very much with radius. Theoretically, dark haloes are expected to be more elongated near the centre (Jing & Suto 2002) , although the effect of baryon cooling and star formation can make the shape rounder particularly near the centre (Kazantzidis et al. 2004; Lau et al. 2011) . Our detection of the elliptical mass distribution down to small radii may therefore help constraining the amount of cooling in clusters.
Finally we check the mean ellipticities for different θE and Mvir bins. Figure 14 shows the results, and Table 6 gives the summary of constraints on the mean ellipticities. We find a possible decrease of e at the largest Einstein radius bin, although it is not very significant given the large errorbars. On the other hand, there appears no simple trend in the mass bin result.
While results for all subsamples are almost consistent with the full sample result, the dependence on θE might be suggestive of conflicting selection effects on our sample. There are two main lensing biases that can affect the results on the mean ellipticity measurement. One is the orientation bias, i.e., clusters with larger Einstein radii appear to be rounder than normal clusters because of the alignment of the major axis with the line-of-sight direction (Oguri & Blandford 2009) . The other selection effect is directly related to the ellipticity of the projected mass distribution. Because the ellipticity significantly enhances the giant arc cross section (e.g., Meneghetti, Bartelmann, & Moscardini 2003; Meneghetti et al. 2007 ), a sample of clusters with prominent lensed arcs should have more elliptical projected mass distribution. These two selection effects apparently conflict with each other, although a naive expectation is that the orientation bias dominates for large Einstein radii, whereas the ellipticity bias is more significant for small Einstein radii. Indeed, our semi-analytic calculations presented in Appendix A shows a clear dependence of the mean ellipticity on the Einstein radius, as plotted in Figure 14 . The observed trend appears to be consistent, at least qualitatively, with the theoretical prediction. A large sample is needed to confirm this trend more robustly.
RELATION BETWEEN MASS AND MEMBER GALAXY DISTRIBUTIONS
Understanding the relation between the mass and cluster member galaxy distributions is important for the cosmological use of optical clusters (e.g., Koester et al. 2007; Rozo et al. 2009 Rozo et al. , 2011 Rykoff et al. 2011 ) as well as detailed stacking analysis for a large sample of clusters (e.g., Evans & Bridle 2009 ). The spatial distribution of galaxies, in comparison with that of subhaloes in an N -body simulation, is crucial for exploring the formation history of cluster member galaxies (e.g., Nagai & Kravtsov 2005) . Here we examine spatial distributions of cluster member galaxies using the stacking technique, and compare them with accurate measurements of mass distributions from stacked lensing analysis. While the colour information from gri-band images allows us to select the galaxy population around a given redshift efficiently, the selection is not perfect in the sense that there is some contamination from foreground and background galaxies. Thus, in this paper we take advantage of the high number density of galaxies after stacking to subtract the foreground and background galaxies statistically. Specifically, we assume that the stacked number density distribution is described by the sum of cluster member galaxies and background galaxies as:
where ag is the normalization, Σ nfw is the surface density distribution of the NFW profile, and bg is the number density of foreground/background galaxies which is assumed to be constant across the field.
In this paper, we focus on two parameters that describe the number density distribution of member galaxies. One is the scale radius rs of the NFW profile, which is used to check whether or not the galaxy distribution is more extended than the mass distribution. The other is the ellipticity of the projected number density distribution, as our stacking analysis enables detailed analysis of 2D distributions for both mass and member galaxy distributions. We constrain the scale radius rs by fitting azimuthally averaged radial profile of the galaxy number density, whereas the ellipticity is derived from the 2D fitting of the density distribution. The total number of parameters for the radial profile fitting is 3 (rs, ag, and bg), and the that of 2D fitting is 5 (e, θe, rs, ag, and bg). We consider two distinct galaxy populations, one is red member galaxies selected by the colour cut (equations 7 and 8), and the other is all galaxies without any colour cut. For each galaxy population, we consider galaxies that are more luminous than the luminosity cut, i.e., L > Lcut. The luminosity cut is defined in terms of L * , where L * is the luminosity corresponding to the i-band absolute magnitude M i * = −21.22 + 5 log h . For the highest cluster redshift in our sample, a luminosity 0.1L * corresponds to i ∼ 24.5, which is well above the magnitude limit of our Subaru imaging.
We show our fitting results in Figure 15 and Table 7 . We find that the mass and galaxy number distributions agree reasonably well for the luminous galaxies, L L * , for both the scale radius and ellipticity. However, for fainter galaxies of L ∼ 0.1L * the scale radius of the galaxy distribution tends to be larger (i.e., smaller concentration parameter values), and the average ellipticity is smaller.
The radial distribution has also been studied in previous work. Measurements of the projected number density distributions suggest low concentration values of c ∼ 2 − 5 (Lin, Mohr, & Stanford 2004; Katgert et al. 2004; Hansen et al. 2005; Lin & Mohr 2007; Biviano & Poggianti 2009 ). Lin & Mohr (2007) found that more luminous galaxies tend to be distributed with large concentrations, which is consistent with our results in Figure 15 . Simulation work by Nagai & Kravtsov (2005) also predicts that the galaxy number density distribution is slightly more extended than the mass distribution, which is again consistent with our result, although no significant dependence of the concentration on the stellar mass was reported from the simulations.
There have been measurements of the ellipticity of the projected galaxy number density distributions (e.g., Paz et al. 2006; Niederste-Ostholt et al. 2010 ), but its connection with the underlying mass distribution has not yet fully been explored. The similar ellipticity for luminous member galaxies is reasonable, but the origin of the smaller mean ellipticity for fainter galaxies is unclear. Essentially, the smaller mean ellipticity for the stacked cluster sample Figure 15 . The mean scale radius rs (upper) and mean ellipticity e (lower) of the member galaxy distribution from stacking 25 clusters, as a function of the luminosity cut Lcut. Filled squares and open circles show the results for red member galaxies and all member galaxies, respectively. Horizontal lines with shading are the scale radius and ellipticity for the mass distribution, measured by stacked lensing, for the same cluster sample.
indicates either the galaxy distribution is on average rounder or there is a large misalignment (i.e., difference in the position angles) between the mass and galaxy distribution. In either case careful simulation work is crucial to check if the observed distribution is in agreement with current understanding of cluster galaxy formation.
CONCLUSION
We have performed a combined strong and weak lensing analysis for a sample of 28 clusters in the redshift range 0.28 < z < 0.68. The cluster sample is based on the SGAS, a large survey of giant arcs amongst SDSS clusters. In this paper, we have presented extensive follow-up observations with Subaru/Suprime-cam, which enables reliable weak lensing measurements out to large radii. Combined with the giant arcs with significant amount of spectroscopic information, we can constrain mass distributions of these clusters quite well to measure the concentration and shape of the mass distribution.
The mass-concentration relation derived from our lensing analysis has the slope of cvir ∝ M −0.59±0.12 vir , which is significantly steeper than the slope predicted by the theoretical expectation of −0.2 which includes the effect of the lensing bias. Concentrations measured by the combined lensing analysis are in reasonable agreement with the ΛCDM prediction for massive clusters (Mvir ∼ 10 15 h −1 M⊙), if we take proper account of the lensing bias. The result indicates that the anomalously high concentration Oguri et al. 2009; Umetsu et al. 2011b; Gralla et al. 2011) , which has been claimed from analysis of small number of lensing clusters, is now much less evident, thanks to the much larger number of clusters we have analyzed in the paper. On the other hand, observed concentrations appear to be significantly higher than theoretical expectations for lower masses of Mvir ∼ 10 14 h −1 M⊙, which may be explained as arising from the effects of cooling baryons in cluster centres.
We have also stacked tangential shear profiles for the sample of clusters to obtain an accurate mean profile, which is seen to be in good agreement with the NFW profile. Our stacking analysis at different Einstein radii and mass bins has confirmed our results on the mass-concentration relation from the individual analysis of these clusters. In addition to the radial profile, we have explored the stacked 2D shear map to study the shape of the projected mass distribution. By aligning shear maps of individual clusters with the position angles of dark haloes from strong lens modelling, we were able to detect the elliptical shape of the stacked mass distribution at the 5σ level. The mean ellipticity of e = 0.47 ± 0.06 is in excellent agreement with the ΛCDM expectation. The significant detection of the highly elliptical shape of dark matter haloes with weak lensing has also been reported by Oguri et al. (2010) ; this work confirms the previous finding using a different sample and technique. Finally, based on stacking analysis we have compared distributions of cluster member galaxies with mass distributions, finding good agreement between them for luminous (L L * ) member galaxies. Distributions of fainter galaxies are found to be more extended.
Our work has demonstrated the power of combined strong and weak lensing, not only for analysis of individual clusters but also for detailed stacked lensing analysis. The techniques described in the paper can be applied to the unique sample of lensing clusters obtained by the Cluster Lensing And Supernova survey with Hubble (CLASH; Postman et al. 2011) . The detailed comparison of SGAS results as presented in the paper with upcoming CLASH results, as well as lensing results from the Local Cluster Substructure Survey (LoCuSS; , will be very useful, particularly because of markedly different sample selection between these surveys. redshift to z l = 0.45 and z = 2, respectively, which are typical for our cluster lens sample analyzed in the paper.
We compute a giant arc cross section σarc of each halo from ray-tracing of extended sources using glafic (Oguri 2010) . The source is assumed to have a Sersic profile with re = 0.
′′ 4 and the ellipticity randomly assigned between 0 and 0.5. For each cluster we compute the arc cross section for the length-to-width ratio of l/w > 5 by randomly throwing source galaxies in the source plane. Output images are convolved with the Gaussian kernel with the FWHM of 0.
′′ 8 in order to take account of the seeing effect.
We study the impact of the lensing bias by averaging concentrations and ellipticities of the halo catalogue with an appropriate weight that mimics our selection criteria. Obviously our cluster sample is weighted by the arc cross section σarc, which can be a reasonable choice of the weight. Furthermore, we preferentially conduct follow-up observations for clusters with larger Einstein radii (i.e., giant arcs located more distant from the cluster centre), because they are expected to be more massive. We can model this selection effect, e.g., by multiplying √ θE to the weight. Figure A1 shows the mass-concentration relation derived from the projected mass distribution assuming a spherical mass distribution, which is relevant for the comparison with our lensing measurement, based on the semi-analytic calculation described above. We find that the enhancement of the concentration parameter due to the lensing bias is a strong function of the mass. For instance, when both the arc cross section and the Einstein radius are used for computing the lensing bias, the concentration parameter is enhanced by ∼80% for Mvir ∼ 8 × 10 13 h −1 M⊙, ∼30% for Mvir ∼ 4 × 10 14 h −1 M⊙, and ∼20% for Mvir ∼ 10 15 h −1 M⊙. We also compare our result based on the triaxial model with other work studying the mass-concentration relation in N -body simulations based on the spherical NFW profile. We find that our mass-concentration relation has larger concentration than predicted by the relation of Duffy et al. (2008) , which has been adopted for comparisons with lensing measurements in Oguri et al. (2009) . On the other hand, Prada et al. (2011) concluded that concentrations of massive haloes evolve little with the redshift. As a result, concentrations predicted by the model of Prada et al. (2011) are much larger compared with the Duffy et al. (2008) relation predicts. We note that such little evolution of massive haloes have been noted by Zhao et al. (2003) and Zhao et al. (2009) . Our mass-concentration relation based on the triaxial model resides in between the Duffy et al. (2008) and Prada et al. (2011) relations, and more resemble the relation presented by Gao et al. (2008) which was essentially the modification of the model proposed by Navarro et al. (1997) .
We also investigate the impact of the lensing bias on the ellipticity of the projected mass distribution. We find that the lensing bias due to the arc cross section tends to increase the mean ellipticity, which is understood by the fact that the ellipticity of the projected mass distribution significantly enhances the giant arc cross section (e.g., Meneghetti, Bartelmann, & Moscardini 2003; Meneghetti et al. 2007 ). In contrast, the lensing bias due to the Einstein radius decreases the mean Einstein radius, because of the alignment of the major axis with the line-ofsight direction (Oguri & Blandford 2009 ). Therefore, these Figure A1 . Upper: The mass-concentration relation of the projected mass distribution for z = 0.45, predicted by a triaxial halo model of Jing & Suto (2002) . Crosses indicate the average concentration parameter from our semi-analytic calculation without any weighting, whereas filled triangles and open circles are average concentration parameters with the lensing bias, assuming weights from giant arc cross sections σarc or arc cross sections plus the Einstein radii θ E , respectively. Lines are predicted mass-concentration relation from spherical averaging of haloes in various N -body simulations (Gao et al. 2008; Duffy et al. 2008; Prada et al. 2011) . Lower: Similar to the upper panel, but average ellipticities of the project mass distribution as a function of the mass are shown.
two lensing biases counteract with each other. In either case, however, the effect of the lensing bias appears to be small, with the change of the mean ellipticity by ∼ 0.05 at most. Oguri & Blandford (2009) has shown that extreme lensing clusters having very large Einstein radii are more severely affected by the lensing bias. Thus we check the dependence of the concentration and projected ellipticity on the Einstein radius θE. For the mass distribution of the cluster, we assume a flat prior of log Mvir between 10 14 h −1 M⊙ and 10 15 h −1 M⊙, and the number distribution predicted by the mass function of dark haloes above 10 15 h −1 M⊙, which is expected to more or less resemble the selection function of our cluster sample. The result shown in Figure A2 indicate that both the concentration and ellipticity depend strongly on the Einstein radius such that clusters with larger Einstein radii are more concentrated and spherical. Again, this Figure A2 . The average concentration (filled squares) and ellipticity (open triangles) of the projected mass distributions as a function of the Einstein radius θ E . They are derived from a triaxial halo model of Jing & Suto (2002) and include the effect of the lensing bias from the arc cross section.
can be interpreted by the alignment of the major axis with the line-of-sight direction (Oguri & Blandford 2009 ).
APPENDIX B: LENSING ANALYSIS FOR INDIVIDUAL CLUSTERS
We show for each cluster the critical curve of the best-fit strong lens modelling plotted on the Subaru/Suprime-cam gri-composite image (2 ′ × 2 ′ ; squares are positions of multiple images used for mass modelling), weak lensing mass map plotted on the Subaru/Suprime-cam r-band image (contours are drawn with spacing of 1σ noise level, and the cross indicates the position of the brightest cluster galaxy), and the tangential shear profile as well as the best-fit NFW profiles. The shading in the tangential profile plot indicates the measured Einstein radius and its 1σ error at the arc redshift.
